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The iPEGA PG-SW001B gaming controller
Take gameplay to a new level. The iPEGA PG-SW001B gaming controller lets you comfortably play games on Nintendo Switch, PC, and
Android devices. The dual motor and 6-axis gyroscope allow you to enjoy a more immersive experience, and the built-in rechargeable
battery provides long battery life. The pad also allows you to program the buttons.
 
Even more immersion
Now  you  can  become  even  more  immersed  in  the  world  of  your  favorite  game.  The  controller  is  equipped  with  a  dual  motor,  which
generates vibrations adapted to the events taking place on screen. Enjoy an even more immersive experience and feel like the hero of
your favorite title!
 
6-axis gyroscope
The PG-SW001B controller  will  make even the most dynamic gameplay more fun.  The built-in 6-axis  gyroscope provides lightning-fast
response to every movement, so you can enjoy incredible smoothness. Now you can easily beat your opponents and even the sharpest
turns in racing games will not frighten you!
 
Programmable buttons
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Customize the pad to suit your playing style. The iPEGA branded controller allows you to program the A / B / X / Y, L1 / L2 / R1 / R3 and up
/  down  /  left  /  right  buttons.  If  you  want,  you  can  also  adjust  the  pitch  of  the  L2  and  R2  buttons  to  give  you  the  ultimate  gaming
experience.
 
Tailored to the player's needs
Thanks to its ergonomic design, the pad fits perfectly in your hands and provides a comfortable gaming experience. The LED indicator
gives it a gaming character. The controller's buttons are easy on the fingers and extremely pleasant to the touch. Moreover, the D-pad
and the left stick can be swapped to best suit your needs.
 
Turbo function - your new way to win
Blasting your in-game opponents with a hail of bullets has never been easier. The iPEGA PG-SW001B supports the Turbo function, which
allows you to send a continuous stream of arrows or fireballs at your enemies with just the press of a button. Now you can easily claim
your next victory!
 
Wide compatibility
No matter what hardware you're playing on - with the iPEGA controller, you can almost always enjoy dynamic gameplay! The device is
compatible not only with the Nintendo Switch console, but also with Windows PCs, as well as Android smartphones and tablets.
 
Manufacturer
iPega
Model
PG-SW001B
Colour
Black-red
Connection
Wired / Bluetooth
Bluetooth version
3.0
Bluetooth range
8m
Battery capacity
650mAh
Operating voltage
DC 3.7V
Operating current
200mA
Input voltage
DC 5V
Input current
500mA
Operating time on one charge
approx. 6h
Charging time
approx. 3h
Operating time in standby mode
up to 30 days
Charging port
USB-C
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Number of programmable buttons
4
Touchpad
No
Vibration
Yes (in wired mode)
Built-in speaker
No
Audio jack input 3.5mm 
No
Compatibility
Nintendo Switch, Win 7/8/10, Android HID, Android TV

Preço:

€ 22.50

Jogos, Gaming controllers
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